
«The Ghost And The Machine» (TGATM) 
as the voice of the burgeoning Dark 
Academia scene. 
Andreas Lechner, TGATM-mastermind, establishes «Dark 
Academia Pop» with his poetic lyrics, unique resonator 
guitar style and artistically inspiring content. 

After the two single releases and double Puls 4 Austria music tips 
"Way To Blue" (February 2021) and "20 Miles High" (June 2021), Andreas 
Lechner's new albums "Alice In Contraland, Part I & II" have now 
been released (release date: October 29, 2021/Fullmax Recordings). 
This marks the beginning of a new, exciting era for "The Ghost and 
The Machine" as a solo project with a new vision and stylistic 
direction: "Dark Academia Pop". "For me, it feels like arriving in the 
right genre after a long creative and laborious process," says 
Lechner. 

Dark Academia Pop 

The Dark Academia scene provides the space for linking 
the introverted but soulful intellectuals who, despite their 
love of heavy books, ancient art and architecture, want to 
fit in and participate in today's colorful and interconnected 
world. A romantic recollection of profound perception and, despite a 
fast-moving world, a desire for long-term thought processes and 
insights. A connection that is inherent in Vienna as an often 
romanticized but modern cultural capital in its inhabitants and 
also in «The Ghost And The Machine». 
"Alice in Contraland, Part I & Part II" are meant to function as 
two different ways of looking at themes such as loneliness, a 
romantic and artistic view on life, high expectations, the wrong 
love and the longing for something unique. 
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Both albums manifest themselves in their musical elaboration as two 
sides of the coin. They allude to the ambivalences of our challenging 
Covid times, (audio)-visually and in terms of content to the Dark Academia 
scene, but also as everyone in Covid times, feel understood in their inner 
contradictions and contrasts. A challenging development as a society, as 
well as a young person in search of a place in the world. 

In doing so, the unique sound of the old resonator guitars (as well as 
banjo and chumbush) comes to the fore and one can experience the songs in 
their originality, offering a soothing deceleration in challenging times 
like these. These are the very songs that will appear as the out-produced 
pop counterpart on Part I: The appealing thing about this songwriting 
process is to embed the archaic guitar sounds in a totally modern sound 
tapestry in the process of songwriting and to combine it with the 
sophisticated lyrics. This process releases several synergies: one can 
experience and compare the songs in two very different subjects. 

Latest single "20 Miles High" 

"20 Miles High" is the new single by Vienna-based songwriter «The Ghost 
And The Machine» and is a collaboration with Viennese pop/electronic 
producer Daniel Pepl a.k.a «fullmax». The song describes the feeling of a 
painfully longed for new beginning that finally starts and lets us float 
above the ground in its intensity - 20 miles high. Referring both to COVID-
19, lockdowns and the accompanying mental and social loneliness after 
long isolation, and the general challenges and joys of a new beginning - 
here especially that of a new love, "20 Miles High" is a paean to human 
relationships and closeness. It is the song that makes us float through 
this summer, in love with the contact we have found with each other again, 
emotionally as well as physically. 
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This is achieved not least by the use of exotic metal resonator guitars 
from the 30s, which together with the reduced electronic beats of 
«fullmax» interweave to form an unprecedented sound tapestry. 
The poetic, word-painting vocals are occasionally enriched with vocoder 
effects and sometimes come across stoically à la Lou Reed, sometimes in 
that snarling falsetto that one knows all too well from soul recordings 
from the 60s. 

"I've long wanted to make a song about new beginnings, how painful they 
are and at the same time how much we need them, especially now. And at 
the same time a paean to human relationships, to physical contact not as 
something inappropriate, but as an essential part of our existence," says 
Andi Lechner, the civil name of «The Ghost And The Machine» mastermind. 
"The longing for mutual presence in every respect is the sensibility we 
need for this new start." 

Management and press: 

Daniel Pepl / Fullmax Recordings 
mobile: +43 699 194 488 84 
email: daniel.pepl@fullmax.at 

Follow The Ghost And The Machine on: 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/the_ghost_and_the_machine 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/theghostandthemachine 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/theghostthemachine 
Website: https://www.the-ghost-and-the-machine.com/ 
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